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SUMMARY

A method is presented for predicting the drag due to lift and the
Mf t-drag ratio of all-movable wing and body ccnibinationsand al.1-monble
wings in the presence of bodies at supersonic speeds. The method is
used to calculate these factors for configurations for which experi.mentsl

. data are availdble. Comparison of the calctited and experimental data
indicates that the method can be used to pretict the drag due to lift
and lift-drag ratio with sufficient accuracy for m.ny design purposes.-

●

In general, the predicted drag-rise factors are lower than the experi-
mental values and the predicted lift-drag ratios are correspondingly
higher than the experimenkl values.

INTRODUCTION
... ..,,.,. .

This report is the second of two reports on the characteristics of
alZ-movaMe wings caibined with bodies. The first report, reference 1,
treated lift, pitching moment, and hinge moment. It was shown in
reference 1 that the Mft of a number of all-movable wing and body corn- .
binations of various plan forms at supersonic speeds can be predicted
with reasonable accuracy by means of a simple, generalized method. The
Purpose of the present report is to extend this method to the prediction
of the drag characteristics and to determine the applicability of the
method by comparison with available experimental.results.
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NOTATION

aspect ratio of exposed wing panels “joinedtogether

plan-form area of body, square inches

chord of wing at any spanwise position, inches

()J“ C%y
mean aerod~mic chord ~

Jscdy ‘
r

cross-flow section drag coefficient

inches

of a circular

drag coefficient,

increment in drag

oomitting base dtag ~–
qo~

coefficient
(
CD

- C%in )

minimum drag coefficient

—

.

cylinder

e~erimental minimum drag coefficient for a = O and 6 = O

()lift coefficient ~
C&losw

bcL
lift-curve slope for variable a and Fixed 6

()=
, per radian

()acLlift-curve slope for variable 8 and fixed a
%-

, per radian

increment in lift coefficient
(
CL - c% min= )

lift-ctie slope due to angle of attack of wing alone,
per radian .-

lift coefficient for minimum drag .- ●

.

‘-w”.
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Cr

D

‘B(W)

‘W(B)

.

‘B(W).

KW(B)

KN

z

la

2f

L

m
.

%

.
%

lift coefficient for mimum lift-drag ratio

chord at wing-fuselage juncture, inches .

chord at wing tip, inches

drag force, omitting base drag, pounds

gap between wing and body, inches

‘B(W)
— for zero angle of attack and varying wing deflection

%/
angle

%(B)
— for zero angle of attack and varying wing deflection
JJw

angle

‘B(W)
— for zero wing deflection angle and varying angle of
%7
attack

%(B)
- for zero wing deflection angle and varying angle of

%
attack

%

G

body length, inches

body length between

body length between

lift force, pounds

wing trailing edge and body base, inches

tip of nose and wing leading edge, inches

cotangent of leading-edge sweep angle

free-stream Mach nuuiber

free-stresm dynamic pressure, pounds per square inch

3

.
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body radius at the wing position, inches

#
resultant forc,e,pounds

Reymolds number based on wing mean aerodymmic chord
—
--

semispan of wing-body combination --

area of exposed wing panels,

free-stream velocity, inches

Cartesian coordinates

square inches s

per second

—

angle of attack of body, radians unless otherwise specified

effective aspect ratio

critical effective aspect ratio
—

wing deflection angle, radians unless otherwise specified ,

leading-edge sweep angle, degrees —

()

Ct
wing taper ratio ~

correction for three-dimensional effects on body

Subscripts

body in presence of wing

wing-body combination

body
of

wing

,-
nose, that part of the body forward of the leading edge —

the wing-body Suncture
.—

alone
.
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W(B) wing in presence of bodyl

a a variable, 6 constan%

8 8 variable, a const&nt

C!a wing-body combination with a variable, 5 constant
(Other compound subscripts to be interpreted similarly to Ca.)

T50RETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The drag foroe due to lift on an all+novable wing and body combina-
tion is determined by the lift or zesultant foroes on the components of
the combination and the inclination of the resultant foroes. It was
shown In reference 1 that the lift coefficients of the com~cnents of the
cab Inations in the Mnear range of angle of attack and wing deflection
angle are given by the following equations:

C%(B) ()
= [%(B) a + %(B)a] c% w

c%(w) ()=[KB(@ a + kB(@] C~
w

%’ . KN

with the lift coefficient of

()aC &w

the combination given by

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The wing-alone lift-curve slope,
(i
c~ > can be obtained by linear-

theory or preferably from experimental results, if available. Linesr-
theory results were used in the present report. The values of KH
were obtained by the slender-body formula

(5)

—

1 In this report attention is focused on fi~s mo~~ on a section of

uniform diameter. .
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Charts for determining the other parameters of eqyations (1)
through (3), Kw(B), KB(w), kW(B), and kB(W), are reproduced frOM

reference 1 as figures 1, 2, and 3. Values of KB(W) are given in
figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is to be used for low aspect ratio cases,
that is,

The values Of kB(W) aS

Values of CL and
l-f.

‘B(W) = ‘W(B)

for cotiinations with cylindrical
shown to be valid under the

(l+A) (%+1)
For high aspect ratios, ~> (pA)*, KB(W) is given in figure 2.

There are.several solutions available for determining kw(B)$
for example, slender-body theory (fig. 1) for slender wing-body com-
binations with triangular wings and an exact linear theory solution for
combinations with rectangular wings (fig. 3). Figure 3 shows that
there is some difference between the two predictions, the maximum dif-
ference being about 10 percent, but generally the difference is much
less. The linear-theory values of kW(B) are to be used for rectangular

wings of effective aspect ratio 2 or greater. For the range of pA ,
between 2 and 0, no linear-theory results for

.
kW(B) =e available.

However, as j3A approaches zero the wing-body combination becomes more
slender, until at 9A = O slender-body theory is exact for the combina- “ ~
tion. On the basis of these considerations ‘W(B

i

as given by slender-
body theory is to be used for all combinations w3.h rectangular wings
with @l< 2.

By use of reversibility theorems
bodies, the following equation can be
assumptions of slender-body theory:

- ‘W(B) (6) —

given by equation (6) are included in figure 1.

%5 of many combinations of all-movable wings

and bodies were pr~dicted by the foregoing methods and compared with
experimental results in reference 1. The accuracy of the predicted CLa

was good in the Linear range of angle of attack and wing deflection angle.
The predicted C~b tended to be higher than-the e~erimental quantities.

The geometric properties and lift characteristicsfor the combinations
_zed in reference 1 for which experimental
are presented in table I.

ui~ ‘

drag data sre available
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Drag Characteristics and Lift-Drag Ratio

In the present development, the drag due to lift of a combination
or its components is determined with the assumptions that the resultant
forces on the components are givenby equations (1) through (3) and
that the resultant forces have the following inclinations (fig. 4):
The resultant force on the wing is inclined at an angle cf,+b(no
leading-edge suction),2 the resultant force on the body exclusive of
the body nose is inclined rearward at an angle a, and the resultmt
force on the body nose acts at a rearward inclination of a/2 from
the vertical in accordance with slender-body theory. If it is asswd
that the skin friction remains constant with a or 5, then for the com-
bination

CDCI=CDO +
{[

‘W(B) a+ %(B)b 1@@+[K@)a+kBda+K@2&Kk)w
(7)

Where CDO is the drag coefficient at a = 0° and b = OO.

Typical drag curves for a conibination(combimtion 10, ~ble I)
with a variable for constant deflection angles of @, 7°, and 14° are
shown in figure 5. Theoretical drag curves calculated on the basis of
equation (7), using experimental valqes of CD., are d-SO shown. It

can be seen that for the higher values of 5 %he experimental values
of the minimum drag are underestimated by a large percentage (42 percent
for 8 = 14°). Abetter prediction of minimum drag can be obtained by
considering the body-alone force due to cross-flow separation as dis-
cussed in reference 2. This is an approximation because the force on
the body of the wing-body combination is undoubtedly different from that
on the body alone. The increment in drag coefficient of the body alone
due to cross-flow separation as given in reference 2 is

(8)

‘Although linear-theory results indicate that leading-edge suction should
be realized for wings with subsonic leading edges, experience has show
that theory and experiment are usually in better accord for wing-body
combinations if leading-edge suction is omitted for the wings.
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This increment is added to the combination drag coefficient given in
equation (7) and the result is shown in figure 5. The improvement in
the agreement between prediction and experiment for the minimum drag
at the higher vail.uesof 5 is evident. At points other than near the
minimum drag, the theoretical curves for which the effect of cross flow
is omitted are in closer agreement with e~eriment than the curves
with the effect of cross flow included. This can be explained by the
following factors: (1) Near the minimum drag point for large deflection
angles, the lift is negative on the body and positive on the wing and
the downwash field behind the wing tends to increase the cross-flow
separation on the rear of the body; (2) over most of the range of a
the lift on both the body and the wing is positive and the downwash
behind the wing decreases the cross flow. Thus, including a cross-flow
correction only in calculating the minimum drag point of the drag polar
is a step in the right direction. The desirability of including the
effect of cross flow in determining the minim~ drag point, as is done
in this report, will be shown in a subsequent correlation chart. The
cross-flow correction is only important when the angle of attack of the
body is large at the minimum hag point (i.e., for large values Of 5).

If 8 is constant and a is varied or if a is constant and 8
is varied, the &rag curve for a combination or a wing in the presence
of a body is a parabok of the form (see fig. 6)

(
2

,.. ~ - c~min

CD = C%in + *CL2 )

where ACD/ACL2 is a constant caued the drag-rise factor, which
defines the variation of the drag with lift, that is,

The lift-drag ratio

ACD=~-
C%in

( )

2
ACL2 = CL - C

%min

is given by the equation

(9)

-—

.=

—

(10)
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● The maximum lift-drag ratio is

.

where %@ the lift

thus
The problem of
reduced to the

%op~

(
2

~ti + (@ACL2) CLopt - C~=tin
)

coefficient for (L/D)ma, iS given by

r

1%&l .CL

CLopt =
A~/ACL2

D=min2

9

(u)

(X2)

predicting the drag curves and lift-drag ratio is
detemnination of C~n, C%-, ~dA.CD/ACL2.

These parameters are given below for wing-body c~mbinations and wings
in the presence of bodies both for a variation of angle of attack with
constant wing deflection and for a variation of ting deflection with
constant angle of attack.

Variation with angle of attack.- If 8 is constint md a iS
varied for the combination, equation (7) with the cross-flow term of.
equation (8) added cam %e written

()chin Ca
= CDO +

{[ 1‘W(B) + ‘B(W) ‘KN/2 ~n= +

}( i Ap

‘W(B) %=min+%(B)b2 cLa + ~ c% ~ I%min” I (13)

where

.
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Ic#21c@j)+2K~(~)
l(’Jw+j[ ‘ ‘La 2+24%‘Kw@K4w1~11( 1‘iI+%(B)+xB(w)

u.
/ \ /’. \

The Hi%

/

coefficient for minimum drsg of the

1

combination is

The

The

IILImblum &Lag

drag-rise

coefficient with the effect of cross flow omitted Is

(%) [
=W(B)2‘

= CDO+ %(B) ‘.
m

02 c~

(h %(B)+=B(W) ‘KN
w

factor, neglecting

(–)
A%

ACL2 Ca

cross flow, for the combination is

%(B)=B(W)%
=

[ N)
2 %(B)%3(w)+KN

2 c%
w

<
,., 1,

(14)

[

(15)

z

(16) E
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For the wtng in the presence of the body

() [,*. %(B)-%(B)
C%in W(B)a = c~o - 4%(B) 1“26+.

@a)W(B)a ‘-i [%(B)
- %(B)] @..

Variation with wing deflection.- If
constant, the following expression can be

mc%
W(B)

II

(17)

(18)

(19)

5 is varied and a is
obtained from equation (7):

() [ ]()%(B)’ ~=
C%uin C8 = %0+ ‘W(B)+KB(W)+KN/2-—

%(B)
%w+&cn la”!

(20)

The lift coefficient for minimum drag of the cmnbination becomes

and the drag-rise factor, regardless of whether the effect of cross flow
Is included or,not, can be obtained as

For the wing in the presence of the body,

()C%in
1=c~o-—

W(B)8 4%(B)
[%(B) - %(B)]’ a’ (C%)W

(22)

(23)
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C-J.(B),=:b -‘da (qw (24)

(25)

Wing deflection for minimum drag at a given CL.- The wing deflec-

tion for minimum drag at a given lift coefficient can be determined by
solving the following system of simultaneous equations:

acD+x bc’ ~

-X ‘=b“

I

(26)

with the constraining condition

I

c’ =
{[

‘W(B) ‘KB(W) ‘KN 1 }OJ~‘%(3)5 “a
w

where k is a Lagrangian multiplier. If the effect of cross flow is
neglected, the drag coefficient is given by eq~tlon (7) -d the lift
coefficient is given in equation (26). Solution of the system of
equations (26) gives the wing deflection for minimum drag at a given
lift coefficient as

4( )W‘W(B)KNC “a
5 -– (27)=

%(B)’
[
‘W(B)+KB(W)+KN1 [ 1-‘w(B) %(B)+KB(W)~N 2+%(B)2KN

The angle of attack required to maintain the given lift coefficient is
determined with the substitution of this value of ~ in equations (26).
The minhwn drag at the given lift coefficient is determined with the
substitution of the values of a and 5 calculated by the above method

-

in equation (7). The procedure outlined above was carried out for the
a

combinations listed in table I. For most Qf the combinations, the ~w
.
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deflection required for minimum drag due to lift at lift coefficients
above 0.25 was negative and so large as to be impractical because of
the large angles”of attack required. However, for some of the combina-
tions the calculations indicated a small decrease in the drag due to
lift for moderate negative wing deflections compared to that for zero
deflection. Similar results were found in reference 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ,

The experimental.tiag characteristics and lift-drag ratios of a
number of all-movable wing and body combinations (references 4 through 8)
have been investigated and compared with characteristics predicted by
the method discussed under Theoretics Considerations. The geometric
and aerodynamic properties of the combinations are s~ ized in table I.
Some of the euqerimental data available were not used in the present
report because of large uncertainties in the data.

Drag Characteristics

Variation with angle of attack.- ~eOretiCd values of (C~n~J

@%=min)ca
,~d (ACD/ACL2)Ca have been computed.from equations (13),

(14), and (16) for the wing-body combinations and constant wing deflec-
tion angles listed in table I. Experimental,results are listed in the
table together with the computed quantities and both are shown in
figures 7, 8, and 9. ( mi.n)a and(c%=min)ca~eOretic~ Vales of CD

with the effect of cross flow omitted for 5 larger than 7° are also
shown in figures 7 and 8. The degree of correlation is indicated by
the distance from the line of perfect agreement. The better agreement

( ~Jccl
between the experimental C and the theoretical results with

cross flow included is evident.
‘e ‘weriEntd r~==)c. ‘Catter

randomly about the theoretical. value of approximately zero. The scatter
is nearly *0.035 and is due largely to asymmetry of the experimental

{-c)

Evidence of this is shown by the fact that the ~erimental
for ~ = O is somethnes as large as 0.025, even though the

Ca
configurations are symmetrical and the correct

( )c~=min ~
must be zero.
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In figure

except for the
7 percent less

9, the average theoretical values of

points bounded by a dashed line, are
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(ACD/ACL2)~,
approximately

than the e~erimental values. me bounded points, for 4

which the theoretical value of (ACD/ACL2)Ca is as much as 37 percent
less than the experimental value, correspond to combination 16 of
table I. This configuration consists of a sW1l rectangular tail at
the back end of a long body. For-this configuration it is quite likely
that the transition point on the body moved forward with increasing
angle of attack, as it often does for a body alone (see for instance,
reference 9). T’Ms would cause an increase in (ACD/ACL~)Ca not pre-
dicted by the theory. This viscous effect would be reduced at fuXl-
scale Reynolds numbers. The general tendency for the theoretical
(A~/ACL2) ~ to be lower than the experimental values is possibly due,
to a lesser extent than for the bounded points of figure 9, to the
transition point on the body moving forward of the leading edge of the
wing-body juncture with increasing angle of attack. Also, the correla-
tion would have been improved if the resultant force on the body nose
had been assumed to be perpendicular to the body axis instead of
inclined rearward at a/2 from the vertical in accordance with slender-
body theory.

.

A typical exan@e of the fit between an e@erimental. drag curve
and a theoretics. curve defined by the parameters

(c~in)c~ ~~=min)c~ ,
and (ACD/ACL2)Ca is shown in figure’10. The curves apply to combina-

tion 10 of table I. The agreement between the experimental and theoret-
ical drag curves is considered fair in that the predicted curves are
sufficiently accurate for many design purposes.

The drag data available for wings in the presence of bodies are
shown in figures 11, 12, and 13 corresponding to combinations 17, 18,
and 19 of table I. The agreement between theory and e~riment for
these wings is at least as good as the agreement for the wing-body
combinations discussed above.

Variation with wing deflection.- l@erimental and theoretical

(~n)c~~ ~Lhmin)c5, ‘d (ACD/ACr)C~ are recorded in table I and
presented in the correlation plots of figures 7, 8, and 9. The theoreti-
cal parameters were calculated using equations (20), (21), and (22).
Theoretical points with cross flow omitted for a larger than 7° are
also included in figures 7 amd 8. The improvement in correlation with

( J ( ( jn)cLZ&2J$&(

cross flow included is evident for both C%

Although the theoretical C~n cLD=tin C5$ are
C5’

r-

.—

.—

.

.
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in general lower thdm the experimental.quantities and there is a good
deal of scatter for (ACD/ACL2)C8, the agreement between theory and

experiment is considered fair. me VSLES of (C%in~ a.d (ACD/.C~)M
.

are not greatly different from the values of
()C%in c~

However,
@D=ac8

is always posit~ve for positive

‘h= (cLMlin)c( ( D=min~cbAlso, the variation of CL

greater than the variation of
(CLD-lC. ‘ith

A typical example of the experimental drag
cal curves defined by the parameters

(c~dcb’

8.

curves

and (ACD/ACL2)ca.

a and greater

with a iS much

and the theoreti-

(AcdAcL2)1.Y5 is shown in figure 10. ‘Comparison-ofthe data indicates
that the drag characteristics of all-movable wing and body combinations
can be predicted with fair accuracy by the method of the present report
for varying wing deflection as well as for varying angle of attack.

Experimental and theoretical drag curves for wings in the presence
of bodies are shown in figures 11, 12, and 13. The agreement between
the theoretical and e~erimental curves is as good as that for the
wing-body combinations.

Lift-Drag Ratio

Variation with angle of attack.- Theoretical and experimental lift-
drag ratios for the wing-body conibinationsare presented as a function
of lift coefficient for constant wing deflection in figure 14. In cal-

culating the theoretical (L/D)ca, cross flow was used for
&%n)Ca

andPLD=dn)Ca
and neglected for (ACD/ACL2)ca. The theoretical

valu~s of (L/D)ca decreased slightly with increasing b. This occurs

e~erimentally for 5 larger than 4° but for b = 4° the e~erimentd-

(L/D)ga are often (figs. 14(i), 14(j), and 14(k)) some-t larger than
for = o. In general, the theoretical and experimental curves are in
good agreement for small. 8 but for 8 = 14° the theoretical values of
(L/D)Ca for some configurations are as much as 25 rercent higher th~
the experimental values.
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Theoretics_ and e~rimental (L/D)ca for
combination for which negative deflection

cL>cLopts are shown in figure llt(p)for

NACARM A5213Q

coribination6, the ,.

data are available
E=OandB=-5°. 4

figure Bhows a significant increase in (L/D)ca experimentally

cL>cLomt with b = -.5° relative to that for b = O. Although
.—

the theory s~ould not be expected to be strictly applicable at large
lift coefficients it csn be expected to indicate trends. The theoreti-
cal increase in (L/D)ca for negative deflection is somewhatDless than
that obtained experimentally.,At CL = 0.95 the predicted (L/D)ca
for 5 =-50 is 2 percent higher than for 5 = O and e~erimental.ly

—

the increase is 8 percent.

()Theoretical (L/D)%a and CLopt Ca were calculatedon the basis

of equations (n), (1.2),(13), (14), and (16) and are presented together
with experimental quantities in the correlation plots of figures 15
and 16. The theoretical (L/D)- averages approximately 10 percent

higher than the experimental (L/D)%a

()

corresponding tcthe theoreti-

cal chin ~ and (~D/ACL2)W tending to be lower than the experi-

()
mental values. The line of best fit for the C

Lopt c.
correlation .—

points coincides with the line of perfect agreement.

Variation with wing deflection.- Experimental and theoretical lift- .

drag ratios as a function of lift coefficient with wing deflection
variable are shown in figure 17. The curves are presented for the wing-

—

body conibinationsof tible I for which sufficient eqerimental data were
available for the necessary cross plots. The experimental and theoreti- —

cal curves are in qualitative agreement in that the (L/D)c5.for ~
greater than about 0.25 increase with increasing a. Also, CL for -
maximum lift-drag ratio increases with increasing a. Quantitatively,
the theoretical (L/D)c8 averages approximately 10.percent higher than
the experimental.values over the complete range of CL. --

Experimental smd theoretical (L/D)%5 -10••@Lopt)@ are pre-

sented in the correlation plots of figures 15 aad 16. The average
theoretical (L/D)%b are approximately 9 percent higher than the

()
experimental values and the average theoretical CLoPt C5 are approxi-

mately 3 percent higher than the experimental values.

M?Qi4&m3@glJf@
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A method has been presented for predicting the drag due to lift
and the lift-drag ratio of all-movable wing and body combinations and
all-movable wings in the presence of bodies at supersonic speeds. The
method has been used to calculate these factors for configurations for
Which experimental data were available. Comparison of the calculated
and experimental data affords the following conclwions:

1. The theoretical method presented canbe used to predict the
drag due to lift and lift-drag ratio with sufficient accuracy for many
design purposes.

2. Generally, the predictid drag-rise factors were lower than the
experimental values and the predicted lift-drag ratios were correspond-
ingly higher than the experimental values.

3. The theoretical results indicated that for some wing-body
combinations a small improvement in lift-drag ratio could be obtained
with negative wing deflections. ‘This was substantiated experimentally

. for the wing-body cotiination for which experimental data were
available.

●

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif.
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